FIGHTING
FOR PEACE
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Bertrand Russell Room
Conway Hall, Red Lion Square,
London WC1R 4RL
(nearest tube: Holborn)

Defend nations’ sovereignty
and independence!
Rebuild our country, not attack
other countries.
Out with the warmongers!
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FIGHTING FOR PEACE
We are now in an economic depression, and historically, for Britain, depression has often
ended in war. The Soviet Union’s demise has made the world a more dangerous place. In
particular, its demise allowed capitalism to make war in Europe.
The US and British states have launched open assaults on Yugoslavia, Iraq and Afghanistan
in the recent past. They wage covert wars, using Al-Qaeda terrorists as mercenaries,
using drones, terrorism and sanctions, first against Libya, now against Syria. And next
against Iran? They also threatening the independence and sovereignty of African
countries and of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.
In the early 1980s, the US government lied that the Soviet Union was using chemical
weapons in Afghanistan. Then Bush and Blair lied about Iraq’s weapons of mass
destruction. Now Obama and Cameron lie that the Syrian government is using chemical
weapons.
Capitalism turns to war in an attempt to solve its problems. We need peace. We need to
focus on reconstruction not destruction. We need to defend nations’ independence and
prevent capitalism from seizing their resources. When countries unite in resistance to
defend their resources, they are fighting for peace. What do British workers need to do?
Defend nations’ sovereignty and independence!
Rebuild our country, not attack other countries.
Out with the warmongers!
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